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1. INTRODUCTION

Geothermal energy is vastly exploited throughout the world, with dozens of applications attesting
the achievement of impressive technical and technological operation standards and the
particularly high profitability of certain investments.

Some countries, including Greece, are endowed with particularly important geothermal resources,
that is with a large number of reservoirs with high temperature fluids at relatively small depths,
presenting favourable exploitation conditions. Current exploitation levels, however, either remain
particularly low or represent inefficient investments.

As regards to Greece, the proven energy potential of the geotherma! fields already explored
amounts to several thousand TOE/ year. The geothermal applications developed so far almost
exclusively involve greenhouse heating (covering approx. 17 hectares of vegetable and flower-
growing greenhouses). While this particular geothermal application could be greatly expanded (to
cover a far greater total surface area), consideration must also be given to geothermal application
diversification, so as to meet the requirements of other sectors (cultivations of other than plants
and crops; asparagus cultivations; aquaculture units; drying units and other industrial
applications).

One of the factors which appears to seriously restricting the development of geothermal utilisation
is the lack of information made available to potential investors regarding existing exploitation
techniques, the profitability of such schemes and the legal framework governing geothermal
energy applications.

The present paper aims at giving publicity to a set of coherent actions undertaken in Greece,
conceived as a realistic means of filling the above void.

The initiative forms part of a wider policy and endeavour designed to reinforce the existing
infrastructure, on one hand, and to ensure the execution of selected actions capable of attracting
and supporting investors potentially interested in geothermal energy exploitation and applications.

The main actions of this initiative are part of a project entitled "Information & support to
investors for the establishment of plants exploiting geothermal energy", co-financed by the
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Directorate-General for Energy (DG XVII) of the European Commission in the context of the
ALTENER programme for the promotion of renewable energy sources.

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAMME

2.1 SUPPORTING PRODUCTS

The basic products produced in the course of the programme can be summarised as follows:

a. A general guide entitled "Information Guide on the Geothermal Energy Exploitation
Possibilities in Greece". The guide was elaborated, published and distributed to hundreds of
bodies directly or indirectly involved in the implementation of investments related to
geothermal energy exploitation projects. It provides information on the following:

" the characteristics of geothermal resources and the processes available for their exploitation
and use,

• the geothermal fields in Greece and the possibilities for their exploitation,

" the legal framework in effect in Greece regarding geothermal energy and its applications,

• the incentives and measures provided for by the Greek State and the European Union as a
means of supporting investment initiatives.

b. A guide entitled "Investment Guide for the Use of Geothermal Energy in Productive
Activities in Greece". This guide was elaborated, published and distributed as the former one
and contains:

• A presentation of the geothermal energy uses and applications developed worldwide, an
enumeration of the basic equipment necessary for geothermal energy exploitation and
summary information on the more common direct geothermal energy uses.

' An analysis of the more interesting geothermal fluid uses in the case of Greece: greenhouse
heating, soil heating in asparagus cultivations, aquaculture heating, industrial applications •
agricultural product drying:

0 Description of the basic heat recovery processes (from the geothermal fluids) and of the
techniques used in each application.

0 Analysis of the investment costs involved.

0 Indications of the financial results achievable with certain investments, so as to underline
the potential benefits from the use of geothermai energy.

0 Technical information on each type of application

0 A list of leading equipmeni suppliers.

• Details of the legal framework in force, i.e. of the laws governing geothermal energy
exploitation and use. Eligibility of investment initiatives for financing under national and EC
funding programmes.

c. A convenient and user-friendly software tool, so called GAIN, for use in the elaboration
of pre-feasibility studies and the evaluation of potential investment plans.

The "GAIN" software tool (Geothermal Applications & INvestments) has been specifically
developed for the designing and economic evaluation of investments to consist of (a)
gcothermal fluid pumping - transmission - distribution installations (hence referred to as
"geotherrnaJ plants") and (b) production units intended for low enthalpy geothermal resource
utilisation (referred to as "geothermal uses / applications"). The uses applications considered



include: greenhouse heating, soil heating (asparagus cultivation), fish-farm heating and the
transformation of existing drying plants so as to enable a partial switch over to geothermal
energy (from other fuel forms previously used).

The applications considered have been divided into two (2) levels, depending on the fluid
temperatures required: Level 1 applications include greenhouse heating and drying since
relatively high fluid temperatures are required (30-130°C), while Level II contains the fish-
farming units and asparagus cultivations, where lower temperature fluids can be used. The
programme examines whether fluids suitable for Level I applications can be "rechanneled" for
use in Level 2 applications, instead of simply being discarded after their initial use. The
purpose of these application-combinations is to ensure a more efficient exploitation of the
geothermal resources' energy content.

The designing and economic evaluation of the geothermal applications performed by GAIN are
achieved with the execution of the following steps:

• Representation of the entire plant, i.e. of the different applications (and their possible
interconnections) and of the geothermal plant.

• Determination of the size and energy requirements of each of the respective uses within the
application-combination selected by the user.

• Determination of the suitable type of application installations - Preliminary design of the
heating system.

<* Determination of the installations and equipment needed for the geothermal plant
(including the fluid transmission network).

• Series of calculations for the economic evaluation of: each of the separate uses, the
geothermal plant and the entire investment, with consideration to different possible
financing schemes.

The information and economic evaluation results yielded by the software programme fail under
the following basic categories:

• Data, figure calculations for use in the economic analysis: capital investment costs, raw
material and utility costs, additional service costs, figures needed for estimating working
capital levels, financing scheme, return-on-investment rates, residual value, tax rates.

» Formulation of economic evaluation scenarios with consideration to: (a) the different
possible financing possibilities and (b) energy pricing policy options.

• Calculation of economic analysis results: investment cost analysis, return on investment
estimates, operating cost analysis, loan estimates (sinking funds, interest, etc.), income,
operating results, cash flow, indicators for evaluating the investment on the basis of equity
capital and total investment levels (NPV, IRR).

The programme's interface system makes it both friendly and easy to use, thanks to the
graphics and dialogue possibilities that have been developed. The information stored in the
databases as well as the calculation / optimisation sub-programmes can be summoned by the
user. This element can prove to be particularly useful, since it helps the user in his/her
calculation and estimation of an optimal solution (in cases where a selection has to be made).

In summary, GAIN provides :

• Possibilities for the investment's representation with the use of graphics - dialogue
possibilities with the user through selection fields, value entering fields, keys, etc.

• Flexibility in determining the desired programme flow and the calculations to be performed.



• Default values for the variables used at the designing stage (determined either from
information stored in the databases or from calculation sub-programmes).

• Advice on the selection of the "best" designing parameters, either in the form of basic
designing rule messages or through the use of composite criteria optimisation programmes.

• Continual compatibility checks of the information provided by the user during the
successive designing stages and of the coherence of his/her selections throughout the
programme's run. The inconsistency diagnosis system which the programme is equipped
with informs the user on shortcomings or inconsistencies in designs and emits a series of
correction guidelines.

• Automatic calculations of the investments' different cost factors, of other economic analysis
parameters, as well as of the tables needed for the economic analysis. Each table is
calculated separately. Nevertheless, should the user request the calculation of a specific
table, all of the previous tables necessary for the establishment of the one requested are
automatically calculated.

• Ability to retrieve the reports corresponding to the economic analysis tables, either on the
screen or in print-out form.

• Calculation of the Net Present Value (NPV) and Internal Rate of Return (IRR) separately for
each of the individual investments (geothermal plant, applications) and globally for the
entire investment.

• Ability to manage data storage files enabling the user to store initial information, as well as
intermediate and final calculation results. Consequently, the user can reexamine evaluations
already completed or return to a previously interrupted evaluation process without having
to start all over again and re-enter all of the necessary information.

The GAIN software tool is a Windows environment application, developed in a Microsoft
Access 2.0 environment with the use of Access Basic. Its installation and operation requires a
RAM of 4 Mbytes. It can be used on IBM compatible PCs (386 PC models, 66 MHz frequency
or more). The screens have been designed for a resolution of 800x600 pixels.

2.2 APPLICATION AND DISSEMINATION MEASURES

a. Planning the foundation and operation of local "Investor Support Offices" based on the
results of pilot applications in selected areas.

This action called for the training of personnel, the development of demonstration applications
and the pilot operation of selected investor supporting offices. Emphasis was placed on the
proper utilisation of all of the products enumerated above, so as to ensure the provision of the
most complete possible information to investors. A considerable response has been recorded
so far by investors.

b. Organisation of information conferences for investors.

The purpose of these conferences, in addition to the presentation of global information
(provided by EC and IGA experts, Central & Eastern European Countries representatives, etc),
is to ensure the dissemination of the printed matter produced and to record the participants'
views through workshops and the distribution of specially devised questionnaires.

It should be noted that in spite of their specificity, all of the products described above are closely
interrelated: a combined use of all the products is therefore necessary to ensure the dissemination
of proper information to the potential investor. This cornplirr;entariness is particularly visible when
ir comes to th« Information Guide, the Investment Guid« and the "GAIN" software tool: for while



the msr guide provides basic information on the possibilities for developing geothermal
applications in Greece- and fhe Investment Guide examines the basic technical and investment
requirements of the more attractive applications, the software programme provides the potential
investor vvith an easy-to-use designing and investment evaluation tool.

In addition Jo these complimentary information schemes, the Hellenic Industrial Development
Bank and S.P.E.E.D intend to provide potential local and foreign investors with comprehensive
service packages for the further evaluation, preparation and execution of investment plans, as well
as to export such services to EU and non-GU countries.
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